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Abstract  
The sideways heat equation is considered as a model ill-posed problem. The aim of this paper is to indicate apossibility 
of a new approach for solving this problem based on an application of wavelet basis decomposition ofmeasured ata. 
The Meyer wavelets are applied to formulate a regularized solution which is convergent to the exact one when a data 
error tends to zero. 
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1. Introduction 
As a model problem let us take the sideways heat equation in the quarter plane (t >~ 0, x >/0): 
Uxx=Ut for x>/0, t~>0, 
u(x,O) = 0 for x >/0, 
u(1,t)=g(t) for t>/0, 
(1.1) 
where 9 e Z2( 0, oo) is the temperature history at the fixed point x = 1. We look for such a solution 
u(x,. ) ~ L2(0, ~)  which is bounded as x ---, ~.  It is an example of an ill-posed problem which has 
been investigated by many authors, among others in [1] where Tikhonov regularization was 
analyzed, in [6] where some filtering method was proposed, and in [5] where a survey of numerical 
solutions is presented. 
The aim of this paper is to present a new approach for solving this problem which consists in 
applying wavelet basis decomposition of measured ata. Recently, the multiscale analysis and 
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wavelet decomposition have been a subject of intense development I-2-4, 7, 8] and seems to be 
useful in treating some ill-posed problems, also. 
We are interested in the case when, instead of the exact function 9 = g., we have a certain 
measured ata 9, such that 
II 0~ - 0 ,  II ~ ~ (1.2) 
for some given e. Moreover, we assume that a priori bound of the exact solution norm is known: 
Ilfll = Ilu(0,')ll ~ M. (1.3) 
2. Regularization 
Let the definitions of g(t) and u(x, t) be extended to the whole real t-axis by defining ,f, and 
u(x,.) to be zero for t < 0. 
Applying the Fourier transform with respect o t to problem (1.1) we get the problem in 
frequency space: 
~xx(x, ~) = i¢fi(x, ¢), 
(2.1) 
a(1,~) = ~(¢), and filx-.® bounded. 
Here the symbol ^  appearing over functions of two variables denotes the Fourier transform with 
respect to t (time variable). From (2.1) it follows that the Fourier transform of the solution of (1.1) is 
given by the formula 
~(x, ~) = e/1 - x),/i~ 0(~), (2.2) 
where x /~ denotes the principal square root of i¢. Thus 
"u(x")'12 = f-~o~ 'O(¢)'2e'a-x"/~d¢" (2.3) 
We see a rapid decay of ff(~) at high frequencies. On the other hand, the Fourier transform of the 
measured noisy temperature history 9~ is a function from L2(R) which does not possess uch 
a property. This observation leads to the following regularization idea. 
Let us introduce a sequence of real numbers ~j for j e Z, 
~j = 2J~o, (2.4) 
and a sequence IIj of orthogonal projections of L2(R) onto 
L~ = {fe L2(R): suppf~ [-~j+z,~j+2]}. 
According to (2.2), for any function ~b ~ L2(R) such that its Fourier transform q~ belongs to L~ there 
exists a solution of (2.1) with the boundary condition fi(1,-) = q~. So, let us introduce a family of 
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problems in the frequency space parametrized by j • 7/defined as follows: 
~xx(x, ~) = i~(x ,  ~), 
(2.5) 
riO, ¢) =/-/jff(¢), and filx-.~ bounded. 
For any g • L 2, problem (2.5) has the unique solution. Let uj(x,t) denote the inverse Fourier 
transform of the solution of problem (2.5) for g = g..  
Simple calculations yield the following results: 
Lemma 1. I f  for g • L2(R) there exists a solution of(1.1) satisfying (1.3), then 
113 - n j~ l l  ~< e-  ~'/~J+'M. 
Lemma 2. I f  the estimation (1.3) occurs, then 
II u j(0,-)It ~< M, (2.6) 
II u(x,  .) - u j (x,  .)II -"  0 for 0 ~< x ~< 1, (2.7) 
II u(x , . )  - u j (x , . ) I I  ~< 2M(e-~'/~+~ )x for 0 < x ~< 1. (2.8) 
Theorem 3. Let g, be measured ata satisfying (1.2). Let ua(x, t) denote the inverse Fourier transform 
of the solution of(2.5) with g = g~. I f  j =j(e) is such that 
ee ~':~-~+~ <<. M, and j (e )~ when e--*O, (2.9) 
then for 0 <~ x <~ 1 
11 u(x,  ") - u~j(x, ") II --' 0 when e ~ O, 
and, moreover, 
Ilu(x,') - uej(x,.)ll2 ~< M2(1-x)[e2x + (ej)2x], where ej:= Me - ~'~7~j+~ (2.10) 
Proof. The proof follows from the inequality 
Ilu(x,') - u~s(x,')[I 2 ~< f e/1-xl 2"/~10.(¢)12d~ 
dt 
+ ~ e/1 -X)~l /Ts (0  * ^ 2 - g,)(¢)[ de, 
JI 
and from the fact that ff.(~) = e-V~i~f(~), where Ilfll ~< M (cf. (1.2) and (1.3)). [] 
The conclusion of this section is that the family of problems (2.5) forj • 7/is a regularization one 
for (1.1) in the sense of Tikhonov. In the next section instead of the projections// j  used in (2.5), 
more regular projections will be considered. It will be shown that an application of suitable wavelet 
basis may be useful. 
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3. Application of Meyer's wavelets 
Following [4, Ch. 4, formula (4.2.3)] let us introduce the function ~k defined by its Fourier 
transform as follows: 
1 I2v (3  ) ]  2re 4~ e i(U2) sin ~ I¢1 -- 1 for T ~< I¢1 ~< T '  
1 ei,~/Z)cos [2  v ( 3 ) ]  4~ 8rt (3.1) ~(¢) = ~ ~ 1¢1 - 1 for T ~< 1¢1 ~< T '  
0 otherwise, 
where v is C k or C oo function satisfying 
{~ i fx~<0, (3.2) 
v(x) = if x >~ 1, 
with the additional property 
v(x) + v(1 - x) = 1. (3.3) 
It can be proved (cf. [4]) that the set of functions 
~jk(X) = 2 j/2 ¢/(2Jx -- k) (3.4) 
for j, k e 7/is an orthonormal basis of L2(R). This basis was constructed by Y. Meyer (1985) and it is 
an example of so-called wavelet basis. Let us collect basic properties of Meyer's wavelets from the 
point of view of an application to the problem (1.4). Let us put ~o = 2ft. So, due to (2.4) 
~j = 2 ~2 j. (3.5) 
By the definition 
supp(~) = {~; ~o ~< 1¢1 ~< ~2}. 
Applying (3.4) and changing variable y = 2ix - k in the formula of the Fourier transform of ~'jk we 
get for any j, k E 7/ 
~jk(~) = 2 -j/2 e -i¢2 ~k~(2-j~). (3.6) 
Thus for any k ~ 7/ 
supp(~jk) = {¢; ~j ~< Ill ~< ~j+2}. (3.7) 
A conclusion is as follows: If w e L2(R) is such that w(t) = Y~t <~j.k~Z Cttk~ktk(t) for a fixedj < ~ then 
Hjw = w. Thus problem (1.1) with g = w has the unique solution. 
For j e t~, j < oo let )(j be the subspace of L2(R  ) defined by 
.~j = span { ~,k }, <~j,,.k~ Z.
Let Pj be the following projection of L2(R) onto )(j: V fe  L2(R) 
P j f ( t )  = ~ ( f  ~/,k)~,k(t). (3.8) 
I<~LI, k~Z 
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Let v~j denote the inverse Fourier transform of the solution of the problem 
a~(x, l) = ilfi(x, l), 
(3.9) 
a(l ,  ~) = Pjff(l), and bounded. 
The solution exists since the support of Pj~ is compact. It is possible to estimate I[u(x, .) - v~j(x, ")II 
in terms of M, e and j. 
Lemma 4. Let g, be measured data satisfying (1.2). 
x > (~2 - 1)/~/2 
II v j(x, . )  - u (x ,  . ) II -"  0 when e --* O, 
and the following inequality holds: 
II v,j(x, .) - u(x, .)II 2 ~< 2M z~l -x)(2e2~ + e 2~) + 2CiM 20 -,/5/2- x)e2tx + ,/5/2- 1), 
where ej := Me-  ~J-~", and {Cj} is a certain sequence converging to 0 as j ~ ~.  
I f  j =j(e) is such that (2.9) holds, then for 
(3.10) 
Proof. Since {~'jk}j,k~Z is an orthogonal basis of L2(R) and supp $~k = ( -~ j+2, -a j )w(%~j+2) ,  
we have 
HJ ~e = PJg" + E (O''l~J+l,k)l'Ij~j +1" 
keZ 
Due to our notation ~,j(x, l)  - t~,j(x, l) = e ¢1 - x)J~(Pj - Hj)~,(l). Thus, adding and subtracting 
the function g,  and using (1.2) we get 
][v,j(x, ) -- u,j(x,')[I 2 ~< e {1-x )~ e2 + I(Pj+I - Pj)o,( l) l  e l  . 
Let s(l) = e ~-~/~ for I l l  e [0cj,0~j+l), j e  I~. By the assumption 3 fe  L 2, I lfl l M, such that 
O.(l) = e - ' /~f ( l ) .  Thus, for Ill ~ i-~j+x,~j+2), O . ( l )=  e-~s( l ) f ( l ) .  Since s fzL2(R) ,  Cj:= 
II (Pj+ ~ - P j )s f  II 2 ~ 0 as j --, ~ .  Thus we get 
II v~j(x, .) - u~j(x, .)II 2 ~< ell -x)~v/~-~,~(e2 + e - ~v/i-~+~Cj), 
which together with Theorem 3 gives the convergence for x > (x/~ - 1)/x/~ and, after an applica- 
tion of (2.9) and the definition of ej, the inequality (3.10). [] 
Lemma 4 suggests how to define a wavelet regularized approximation of disturbed sideways heat 
equation. Namely, let us first introduce a decreasing sequence of knots {x~}i =0,1 .... such that 
1 >Xo>X/~-1  x /~- I  - -  Xi-1 > Xi > x~ ~ , x//- ~ x i - , .  (3.11) 
Next, let a function v,j(x, t) be given by the following recurrence definition: 
^ { e ~/i~0 - xlPjO~(l) for x e [Xo, 1), 
v~j(x,l) = ev~x,_ ,_x)p j_k~j (x i_ l , l )  for Xe[XR,Xk-1), k = 1,2 . . . . .  
(3.12) 
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Theorem 5. Let  9~ be measured data satisfyin9 (1.2). Let  v~j(x,t) be defined by (3.11) and (3.12). I f  
j =j(e) satisfies inequality (2.9) then for  any x ~ (0, 1) 
[I v,j(x, ") - u(x, ")l] ~ 0 when e, ~ O. 
Proof (sketch). Due to Theorem 3, [I u(x, .) - u,i(x, .)[[ ~ 0 as e ~ 0. So, it is sufficient o investigate 
the norm of v~j(x, 4) - u~j(x, ~). Let us introduce an auxiliary function 
^ f e~i~ll - x)//j~,(() for x e [Xo, 1), 
Z~j(X,¢)=,e,/~lxk,_x)Pj_kfi,j(Xk_l,() for X~[Xk ,Xk-1) ,  k= l ,2 , . . . .  
By the definitions of v,j, u~j, and z,j 
0 for x ~ [Xo, 1), 
fi~j(x,~) - 2~(x,~) = e Ixk ~-x)' /~(I  - P j -k)f i~j(Xk- I ,~) for x~ [Xk,Xk-1), k = 1,2,... ,  
{ z3~j(x, ~) -- fi,~(x, ¢) for x ~ [Xo, 1), 
= et~k- ' -x ) " /~P j -k (~, j (Xk- l ,¢ ) - - f i , j (Xk - l ,¢ ) )  for X~[Xk ,Xk-1) ,  k = 1,2 . . . . .  
Since the support of t3,j(Xo, ~) - fi,j(Xo, 4) is contained in the set {~: I~[ ~ (~j+ 1,~j+2)}, we get 
z3,j(x, ~) - 2,j(x, ¢) = 0 for x < x0. 
Thus for x ~ [xi, x i -  1), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
II - ")II = II 2 j(x, ")  - " ) I I .  
Convergence to 0 for x 6 [Xo, 1) follows from Lemma 4. A proof of convergence for x < Xo needs 
some additional simple calculations imilar to those in the proof of Lemma 4. [] 
The above introductory result suggests that wavelets may be useful for solving the considered 
ill-posed problem. A numerical implementation f a regularization idea indicated in the paper will 
be the subject of a forthcoming paper. 
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